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FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK
I think the most terrific thing this week has been the reopening of the school swimming pool. The
excitement of the pupils both in anticipation (there is a picture of Year 1 pupils on their way to swimming
in this newsletter) and whilst participating in the lessons, has been very evident for us all to see. It is
incredible to think that the pool has not been open since the Autumn of 2019 and that a number of our
lower school pupils have never been in before! This important part of the Physical Education curriculum
enriches our pupils' experience at Saint Nicholas and I thank those members of staff who have put the
necessary plans in place to make the reopening of the pool possible.
In my Assembly today, I talked about friendship and its importance as one of life's greatest gifts and true
friendship really is a special thing that should be both worked at and nurtured. I shared the following
poem with the pupils:
Friends
F is for faithful; they’re loyal to the end.
R is for reliable; they’re true and don’t pretend.
I is for the interest in sharing thoughts with you.
E is for enjoyment whatever you might do.
N is for neighbourly; they’re kind in every way.
D is for dependable on every single day.
S is for that special friend you know is always there,
The one who makes you happy and you know will always
care.
As I wander around the corridors and the grounds here at Saint Nicholas, I see so much friendship
amongst our pupils: how well they get on, but also how they will support each other when things are
difficult. That is what makes us such a special community and reminds me of the anonymous quote: "It's
not what we have in life, but who we have in our life that matters."

POLITE REMINDER
We would like to politely remind parents of the need to drive carefully when moving through the school
grounds at the beginning and end of the day. Recently, there have been a number of instances involving
drivers not fully paying attention at pupil crossing points which could have resulted in an accident. We
appreciate that these are busy periods of the day, with many children being dropped off at multiple points
but please ensure you are mindful of children crossing roads at all times. Many thanks for your continued
cooperation with this.
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KINDNESS CHAMPIONS
Lower school pupils have been performing lots of kind deeds over the
last week and many of these have been uploaded to the kindness
channel on each class's Teams page. The School Councillors for each
class have chosen the following children as Kindness Champions for
last week:
Year 1: April and Julia
Year 2: Logan
Year 3: Bethany and Lucca
Year 4: Max S
Year 5: Henry and Francesca.
The kind deeds involved a range of activities, from helping with household chores to reading stories to
younger siblings.
Well done to everyone who has taken part so far and congratulations to the winning champions. We
look forward to seeing more of your kind deeds over the next week. Remember to keep uploading your
photos.

ECO CLUB
The School’s eco team have been busy
making new signage for the eco garden,
using only natural materials to blend in
with their surroundings. Great work!
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FROGGY FUN!
The pre-school children have been busy exploring tadpoles and frogs. They visited the eco garden to
take a look at the pond and its wildlife, created their own artwork inspired by Monet’s Waterlilies
collection and even made some froggy jelly. A big thank you to Chef Craig and the catering team for
their beautiful watermelon frog snack which the children loved!

BACK IN THE POOL
It’s been lovely to see the swimming pool open again this week. Here are some of the Year 1 children
all ready to hit the water. They were very excited about their first school swimming lesson!
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FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION
Year 8 pupils have spent this week making apple pie using shortcrust pastry, and presenting them in a
variety of styles. Delicious!

YEAR 1 ART
Over the last week, Year 1 children have been doing more work on observational drawing. They took
time to draw their chosen plant from the school grounds, carefully sketching the shapes they could
see.
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THIS WEEK IN YEAR 4
This week, Year 4 pupils have been busy with their
assessments. In class 4P the children have been recapping
their multiplication and division skills, using the ‘bus stop’
method for short division. Mrs Peckham was so
impressed with how much they could challenge
themselves. A fantastic week in mathematics. Well done
everyone!

MONEY TALKS IN RECEPTION
This week in Reception, the children have been learning about money. They have learned what the
coins look like in terms of their shape, colour and size, as well as the value of each coin. They have also
enjoyed practising what they have learned by playing in the pet shop.
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MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL BEING

DATES FOR THE DIARY
Please see below useful dates for your diary for the rest of this half term:
•

10th - 14th May - Year 11 examinations

•

24th - 28th May - Year 9 examinations week

•

27th - 28th May - Reception - Year 5 Our Changing World

•

31st May - 4th June - Half term holiday
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